Overview
Applied, LLC is a software development startup owned and operated in Blacksburg, VA by past and present Hokies. We are seeking a skilled Android developer to join our team at the seed stage as we expand our current product offering to multiple platforms. As we are at the seed stage, this role provides the opportunity to earn an equity stake in our business.

Position Expectations:
Working on a production application with a rapidly growing user base. Direct input in product changes and future improvements. The ideal candidate can dedicate a minimum of 10-20 hours of work per week.

Position Requirements:
Required Qualifications:
- Native Android development in Kotlin / Java
- Strong knowledge of HTTP Requests
- Examples of android applications written / are in development
- Experience with noSQL databases

Preferred Qualifications:
- Experience with location based frameworks such as MapBox, GoogleMaps
- Multiple production android applications on the Google Play store
- iOS development experience in Swift
- Node.js experience
- Experience with Firebase
- Past/present leadership role within the collegiate Greek community
- Past experience with software startup(s)

To apply to this role, please submit the following:
- Resume
- Cover Letter (optional)
- Github repository or code sample of contained app feature

If you’d like to apply to the role or learn more about this posting, please reach out to matt@dapmobile.com.
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